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Ed’s Blurb
Our last issue presented me with a quandary. Two valued members of our
industry passed away just prior to going to press. Both Robert Bruce and Allen
Guilford warranted featuring on the front cover. Obviously a cover each - but
who first? I’d already dug out my battered copy of Robert’s 1970s “Ugly Agency”
poster and scanned it, when I heard about Al. But it also seemed appropriate
that the man who departed from us first should be on the first cover. Now I’m
really pleased to cover-feature a young tyro clearly on a “journey”.
Since that issue I’ve been surprised by a number of queries about Peter Janes’
story “Lunch with Al Guilford” in 2003, not long after Al’s accident. So we reprint
it now, bringing it to a membership now more than three times what it was then.
Again my very special thanks to Allen’s brother-in-law, Bryan Shaw, for all the
photos; I could happily print many more!
Also in this issue: Just exactly why are there a number of regional, independent
film offices around the country as well as Film New Zealand? Big thanks to
Michael Brook for his fulsome account of how Film Auckland is not only a
locations reference body for overseas film-makers but so much more! We’d love
to hear from other regional film offices too, about the different things they do, or
how they do things differently…
There could be big changes, especially in the feature film sector, not only as
a result of the “recession / depression”, but also because of our change in
Government - and change in the leadership of our Film Commission. A warm
welcome to the new NZFC Chair, Graeme Mason, who has already made
some pleasing gestures towards film guilds generally, and Techos in particular.
Later in the mag you’ll see a note about the money you can save as a Guild
member at the upcoming NZ International Film Festival. But I’d particularly like to
draw attention to the World Premiere of a documentary This Way of Life, made
by Guild member and Director / Cinematographer Thom Burstyn and his partner
Writer / Producer Barbara Sumner Burstyn. Quoting the festival programme:
“…captivating, visually ravishing… Like glimpsing the infancy of the classical
gods. Yes, Thom Burstyn’s cinematography is that remarkable.”
*******
Finally, Steve King, Auckland Branch Committee member, invites responses:
Pulling up to the location with an NZTECHO bumper sticker. A ‘Member
NZTECHO’ window sticker for your office. NZTECHO Huffer Tees. It’s been said
that our association is a bit quiet as far as its external profile goes. We know who
we are and what we do, but many don’t. Is that important? Would you show your
support if we had branded gear available? What would you display, wear, use?

Welcome to our NEW MEMBERS
And thank you for your support!
John Allan
Gary Foster
Huw Griffiths
Matt Martini
Sue Ruffell

Art Dept
Videography
(?)
Camera
Production

Queenstown
Auckland
Wellington
Queenstown
Queenstown
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el presidente’s rave…
One… Poor crew behaviour on the
Avatar shoot…

Half way through the year already!
Although our trusty editor is working
at the moment he’s still able to sort
out the magazine for publication. ‘El
presidente’ was working when the
last NZTECHO mag came out and
he couldn’t even get his act together
to write something. (Not so! AlBol’s
Guilford tribute was special – Ed.)
But this time I’m not working, so I’d

It seemed that there were many issues
around that job, not the least being
the ridiculous hours that people were
working. No doubt people were paid
for the hours they worked, and people
were happy to take the money, but the
money doesn’t make the hours any
more acceptable in my book.
I gather there were crew who tried
to get something done about their
working hours early on in the piece,
but they were unable to find enough
traction or support from the rest of
the crew. Some left the job before it
was finished because they weren’t
prepared to keep putting up with the
hours, or the director’s shouting (and I

don’t mean buying beers for crew).
There was another group on that job
which chose to protest the ridiculous
hours of work - but unfortunately
they chose to wait until the end of
the last day of the shoot before they
made their point. Yes, on the very
last day the grips refused to work
overtime.
So they left the rest of the crew to
muddle through to the end without
their support, while they sat at the
back of the grip truck drinking beers.

CRANES
DOLLIES
SUPERTECHNOS
TYLER MOUNTS
CAR RIGS
SCREENS
TRUCKS

021 443 958

3MG6606/04/08

better put fingers to keyboard. There
were a couple things that occurred as
far back as last year which I’d like to
comment on, since I haven’t already…
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I would feel proud of them if they’d made their point a week
or three into the shoot, but leaving such a protest till the end
of the last day is simply laughable - or would be laughable
if it weren’t such a gutless and pointless act.
Two… Poor producer behaviour over the Outrageous
Fortune actor negotiations…
I don’t know the full ins and outs of what went down there,
but I have heard tell that the producers threatened to unplug
the final series because they weren’t happy with what the
actors (and Actors Equity) were proposing. I’ve heard
this threat from another producer in the past, and it struck
me then how churlish and irresponsible such a threat is,
particularly when the production is being financed largely
with public money.
I gather that at the core of the differences between actors
and producers was the issue of a standard contract. This is
an issue that won’t go away, and will eventually have to be
worked out between SPADA and Equity.
We craft workers effectively work under collective
agreements, given the ‘contracts’ we are presented with
on most jobs.
You’ll find that nothing varies from one crew member’s
contract to another’s, except perhaps the payment amounts.
This could be seen as a collective agreement - except that
the crew generally have very little input into the ‘agreement’,
and producers don’t want to negotiate with you as a group
but are happy to present you all with the same contract
for services. That strikes me as something of an anomaly
which will also need to be sorted out in time.
*******
Helen and I recently went to the Hokianga Film Festival…
It was a wonderful event, one of the key ingredients being
the input of local ‘film-makers’. These local film-makers
have grown out of an Adult Community Education (ACE)
course aimed at giving the local community the tools and
skills to tell their own stories. But ACE courses are under
the axe because they are simply, as the minister put it, “for
making macramé toilet roll holders or learning Moroccan
cooking”. That may be true in the suburbs, where
well-heeled middle-agers are looking to broaden their
interests in life, but out there in the hinterland many of these
courses are actually vital to the life-blood and well-being of
communities.
Meantime, the screen production industry continues to
be fairly busy, which has got to be a good thing for us
professionals.
… AlBol

SCOP gets a
$ 10 K Boost!
‘Pacific Renaissance SPARTACUS Ltd.’ has passed on
a generous portion of their 2009 Season 1 budgeted levy
contribution to us, in order to advance crew and cast safety
via the review of the Safety Code of Practice.
This marvellously generous gift was made as a tribute to the
memory of long-time Guild member Allen Guilford.
Our extremely grateful thanks!
“10,000BC is a hastily cobbled together load of
complete pants that may just be the single worst
film I’ve seen on the big screen in my entire life.”
Graeme Tuckett, Dominion-Post
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Fritha Reports
Hello again. Well, the Guild office’s ‘Transitional Phase’
continues apace... This process of change is as much
about the Accounts Officer and the Executive Officer (me)
understanding The Guild as it is about anything else. And
as we work, deepening our understanding, it has occurred
to me that just what is done in this office is really a mystery
to most of you on ‘the outside’! Since understanding is a
two-way thing – and I’ve already indicated we like to hear
about how it is for you – I thought it might be good to fill
you in on some of the mysteries of the office from an inside
point of view.
It seems only appropriate to start from the beginning. For
me the beginning was how things were before and when I
arrived (with the standard mea culpa for any errors I might
make): The truth is that the Guild office has for some time
operated in crisis mode.

with zero time for planning, strategising or implementing
standard processes. During EO absences the office
was taken care of by volunteers from the membership,
attempting to keep the bare minimum under control.
This state of affairs does not reflect a failing of the previous
Executive Officers. It reflects an organisation that has grown
unexpectedly rapidly to a membership of over 500. As the
administrative heart of the Guild, the office had adapted in
an organic rather than strategic way. If I am being totally
honest, I am not sure how either Janet or Megan survived
the job!
The reasons I feel I am surviving begin with a stark
contrast in working conditions: Currently the EO has the
comparative luxury of a 30 hour work week, plus the
considerable assistance of a part-time Accounts Officer

To understand why, it is crucial to appreciate the working
conditions prior to the appointment of the current Executive
and Accounts Officers.
The EO’s working week was 4 days of 9 am to 3 pm; in
total a 24-hour week. During this time everything from
phone calls and stationary orders to strategic planning had
to be managed. The EO processed all invoices and was
responsible for the Lion’s Share of everyday accounts, while
a small number of tasks were handled by a book-keeper in a
few hours a week.
A sample of average daily EO duties:
• Immigration Applications from the website (one or more,
sometimes many more) – checking details, consulting
with others, following up web interface technical
problems, writing and issuing letters and invoices;
• Checking and processing membership payments;
• Fielding phone calls from members, production
companies, and the various confused and/or misinformed
who happen upon Guild contact details;
• Keeping track of the various Guild committees;
• Writing and loading content for the website;
• Checking the post; and keeping up with email;
• Updating purchase lists;
• Managing the advertising for NZTECHO...
The list is – almost literally – endless.
In short it was a job for an octopod, one highly skilled in
parallel processing (‘multi-tasking’), and with the patience of
a saint! The outcome of this: days that flew by in a flash,

www.panavision.co.nz
Auckland +64 9 360 8770
Looking after you locally with:

Genesis, XL, Millennium, Panaflex,
Arri, Moviecam, Sony 900R, Aaton
Primo, Zeiss, Cooke, Angenieux, Century, Cannon, Fujinon,
Preston, Heden Tiffen, Sachtler, O’Connor, Ronford, Accessories & Consumables
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(AO). I have to thank Megan for a truly brilliant employment
decision when she contracted Allison Peirse for the role
of AO. Without Allison this EO simply would not have
managed the transition thus far.
In Allison’s hands the AO role now encompasses almost
all aspects of Guild accounts, and double-handling by
the EO is a thing of the past. Allison’s background in
computer programming, systems analysis and technical
writing (amongst other things) provide her real value to this
organisation, however, and that is: Genuine application
to developing the most efficient process for each task,
and some formidable skills with which to do so. It is not
uncommon for Allison to arrive with an idea that she’s been
thinking over for days while she should have been doing
other things (like sleeping for example), and for this to
highlight a key issue. For me, Allison’s willingness to work
collegially and our shared desire for a systematic approach
to problem solving is simply priceless. Our aim is to develop
a devastatingly efficient heart to this organisation, one that
does the very best work with the available resources. It
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may seem an extreme choice of words to describe it thus,
but this is the only possibility Allison and I envisage for the
Guild, and it is therefore is our ultimate aim.
In return we sincerely appreciate, first of all, the opportunity
to be employed, but also, and crucially, the faith and trust
shown in us. After all, as we are employed essentially
by a committee, this really is an office that functions on
trust, by necessity. We are regularly heartened by the
communication we have with members of all kinds, and I
think I speak for both of us when I say that this is a humane
and fair place to work, as a Guild by rights should be.
A good indicator of the changes happening at the office,
and big news for us, is the imminent arrival of the Beta
version of SUGAR – our key software. This powerful
freeware programme has so far been used essentially as
it arrived (‘off the shelf’/‘out of the box’) while we assessed
functionality and added data. SUGAR is browser-based,
going far beyond a membership database and allowing
remote, multiple-user access. Many of the changes we’ve
made, including implementation of SUGAR, allow Guild work
to be done from anywhere with internet access, increasing
the ability of a small, part-time staff to offer seamless
service. This anywhere/anytime access is proving to be
indispensable when illness strikes, for example, and for the
position of Office Assistant. We are really grateful for the
go-ahead to develop the new OA position, and thrilled to
have Becks Jellie (formerly a production manager, and new
mum to Jack) step in to the role part-time. A big thanks to
Sioux at Filmcrews for agreeing to share Becks with us!
We are constantly reminded that it’s still early days and
there’s still so much on ‘The List’, but we are making
progress. Please let us know if you have any feedback,
good or bad – it’s all part of the process!
Key Member Queries this month:
•

GST on jobs for offshore companies: If in doubt (and
don’t be surprised if you hear some conflicting advice,
it’s not totally clear cut), contact the Inland Revenue
Department Film Desk – and keep a record of your
communications.

•

Penalties for Early and Late Starts: General
clarification was required. Another reason to get a copy
of the Blue Book and get to know it!

•

What to do when Production Companies don’t pay
on time: Keep communicating, ask for reasons and
seek resolution. Contact the Guild office if you get into
long disputes.

•

Penalties for Broken Turnaround: Check the Blue
Book; it seems many are unaware of the total penalties
detailed here.
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From our archive:

In 2003, PETER JANES had…

Lunch with Al Guilford
Let me tell you about me first… I’ve decided to live in
Hawkes Bay. The Heartland. I’ve got nothing personal
against the big cities, I’ve just had enough of them…
For years I’ve rabbitted on to my family about getting back
to the land, living in a shed in the bush, and becoming One
with the Universe. Don’t laugh!
It seems 2003 is my moment. I only have myself to answer
to - the family have grown up, and only rely on me for
my ability to transfer money to their accounts via internet
banking. All my wit and wisdom has been passed on.
(Again, don’t laugh!)
Which is why my visits to the Big Smoke are precious now.
Work is the reason I come, but while I’m here I take the
opportunity to catch up with influential industry types, my
lovely young daughters and a few grumpy old men.
I was in Auckland recently to attend the TV awards, and
having missed Allen on previous visits, I was determined to
see him this time. I had brought a CD with David Carradine
reading Jack Kerouac’s On the Road for him. Another in my
seemingly inappropriate titles – my last gift was someone
reading The Blind Assassin!

I’ve known Allen since before time began. We met in
Wellington, where I was privileged to learn my craft
alongside a bunch of very talented and generous people,
some of whom I’ve maintained contact with over the years.
Allen is one. I love his work, his spirit, and his wit…
I rang, and we agreed I’d pick him up from one of his
medical appointments, and as it was approaching noon, a
trip to the Monarch Café in Pukekohe was in order. We both
ordered the cajun chicken, served with lovely potato cakes
and a dash of salad.
As we ate, we talked about old times, we talked about old
friends, and our families.
We compared notes about our treatment at the hands of
ACC. When I had my accident, I was paying for income
protection insurance, but come time to collect, hey presto,
the fine print made sure no money came my way. They said
their policy was a ‘top-up’, and that ACC was already paying
me enough. Oh, the fine print.
We considered new career choices for a cameraman with
vision difficulties, and I suggested wine tasting, which
brought a wry smile. He still has a fabulous twinkle in his
one good eye. We spoke of sound recording
as an option [both of us have dabbled with VU
meters and noises in the past], but we decided
this was an art best left to the experts.
I’m reading the ‘World History of Salt’, so we
discussed our love of this forbidden delight
while we sprinkled liberally. Frowned upon by
the medical profession, of course!

Al’s caption for Peter’s lunch photo:
The New Face:
Face -> North Head,
Left Eye -> Piha,
Right Eye -> Maraetai.
For non-Aucklanders:
North Head is a volcanic hill at the entrance to the
Waitemata Harbour, a fantastic lookout point which
also contains dark tunnels built for war-time defence;
while Piha & Maraetai are beaches on the west &
east coasts of the city respectively. The Maraetai pun
goes back even further than Allen’s childhood…
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He told me of his morphine dreams during the operation
months, dreams that were so real, he’d wake up and tell
anyone who’d listen, “This happened, it’s the truth!” One
dream that I particularly liked, had him chained to the bed by
the Wilson sisters [I think I’ve had that dream too]. When
he awoke he was actually tied to his hospital bed, probably
to restrain any wild flailing. Those Wilson girls have a lot to
answer for.

On the drive home I had time to reflect on my lunch with
Allen. I take so much for granted. My eyes, particularly.

After lunch it was back to his place, a lovely old house
with a rambling garden of fruit and flowers [grapefruit in
abundance - strictly forbidden by his doctor – a bad mix with
his drugs, apparently].

My lunch with Allen was enjoyable, and inspirational. I
recommend spending some time with him. Do lunch. He
says he’s not putting people off now, so ring him up, and
squeeze yourself in between physio sessions and his
consultations with Doctor No.

We strolled around. He spoke of being able to mow the
lawns soon, and how he liked visitors.
It was now time for me to head off to the Bay, and we said
our farewells.

I can drive. I can read a menu without difficulty. I can read
the printed word without the aid of a special projector. I
can earn a living, and provide little luxuries for my kids and
grandchild. And I’ve never had to think of life’s Plan B, in
case this was all taken away.

And watch his good eye. It’s hard to believe that he’s not
seeing things pin-sharp, there’s such a sparkle in there.
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My Anus Horribilis
(with apologies to the Queen)
17 September 2003
Dear Techos,
A huge thank you for all the support Sandra and I have
received from so many of you over the last few months.
Most people will know the story - I fell asleep while
driving home after a day shooting last January.
It wasn’t a long day. This Screentime-Communicado
production was a reasonable 10-and-3/4-hour day,
5-day-week job, and virtually no O/T. (Almost a luxury
these days!)
I was just a little tired and the drive home was further
than usual since we had recently moved to Pukekohe.
I spent three months in Middlemore Hospital, where
daily life on the ward was somewhere between The
Singing Detective and One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s
Nest. But I made it through with the help of some great
medical professionals, but unfortunately sustained
some damage to my eyesight.
I’ve been recovering at home for a few months now,
am starting to feel better; but the eye situation hasn’t
improved much, and I await the possibility of an
operation that may give me some vision back. In the
meantime I am waiting for speech and enlarged print
programmes so I can use the computer for reading and
writing.
I thank you for the life membership of the Guild, for your
financial support, and those of you who have
called regularly to help around the garden and house.
It’s a very humbling experience to be part of a film
community that has been so caring. The response has
blown us away, and means more than you can imagine.
A special thanks to Ken Saville for keeping everyone up-todate with my progress. As well as Techos, a good number
of producers, directors, writers and actors have come to
Pukekohe to cheer me up.
My goal is to be able to get back to work and I hope to see
you all on the set in the not-too-distant future.

Now that I have come out of my blue period, as Picasso
once said, I look forward to catching up with everybody.
Yours,
Al G.
Editor’s Note: Observant readers with long memories
will note that Allen’s joke about having had a shitty year
has not been “over-proofed” (to Annus) this time, as it
was in 2003! But this time the spelling of “horribilis”
has been corrected…
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Responding to our invitation, Executive Manager
MICHAEL BROOK gives us a run-down on just exactly
what Film Auckland is and what it does…
For the Auckland region the screen industry is not just show
business, it is big business. In fact, screen production
- production and post-production - is a $700 million dollar
business for our region. Total revenues from the screen
industry for the Auckland region are $1.6 billion, and
Auckland has 66% percent of all national revenues from the
screen industry.
A healthy portion of this business is international clients,
export dollars - foreign earnings that inject funds into the
businesses we need to nurture, and wages for our valued
screen professionals, significantly contributing to our
regional economy.
Film Auckland is one of the key organisations that has been
actively marketing Auckland as a screen destination for
the last five years, with a goal of creating business for our
industry and our region.

WHAT AND HOW
Established in 2003, Film Auckland is an incorporated
society, and is governed by a committee voted upon by
the members. We are an industry-led organisation that
was initially established by the screen industry, working
alongside Auckland City Council and Waitakere Enterprise/
Waitakere City Council. We are registered with the
Charities Commission as a charitable organisation.
A significant point is that Film Auckland does belong to the
screen industry, always aims to represent the industry, and
is run by a committed Board of some of the most senior and
successful screen professionals in Auckland. The Board is
chaired by experienced producer Roi Macgregor. And for
Techos’ Guild members, Jennifer Butcher is an Advisory
Member to the Board.
With a staff of one full-timer (myself) and one part-timer,
Executive Assistant Jodie Hillock, there is always a lot to
do and not enough time to do it. This is where the Board
come in. Members of the Board give their time regularly and
willingly to work on projects and for Film Auckland. All this
time is given voluntarily, for the good of the industry.
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MARKETING
Our marketing efforts involve a number of streams, including
a website, a DVD, electronic brochures, advertising, onground hosting, direct marketing through delegations and
publicity.
One highlight has been the launch of a new website –
www.filmauckland.com – in May 2008. The site, created by
Auckland web design company Gravitate, features a unique
navigation system which allows visitors to quickly access
sector-specific information which is relevant to their needs.
From the homepage the visitor will find five sector streams:
features, television, commercials, post-production and
gaming/animation. The site also features a completely
new, eye-catching design. Visually iconic and stunning
purpose-shot stills from of locations such as Bethells Beach,
Britomart, the Waitemata Harbour and the CBD highlight
and champion the locations the Auckland region has to
offer.
Actual case studies for each sector highlight just how good it
is to film in Auckland, and the quality of product that comes
out of the region. These have been written by senior film
professionals involved in each production, and include stills
from the projects, plus, importantly, video streaming of clips
from some of the productions.
A recent innovation in our marketing has been an electronic
brochure, featuring moving images shot by Tony Monk,
which is provided on branded flash drives. Far more
interactive than a simple paper brochure, it essentially
drives people to link up with the website, which they can do
directly from the flash drive. The brochure has also been
produced in Japanese, Korean and Chinese versions for
Film Auckland’s push into Asia.

PUSHING INTO ASIA
Speaking of Asia, a few years ago Film Auckland was
looking at how our industry could develop and grow new
markets, and looked towards Asia.
Mid-2007 we formed a joint trade delegation with Waitakere
Enterprise, and with support from Waitakere City Council,
to investigate and promulgate production opportunities with
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the film industries in China and in
Korea. A host of promising and very
real contacts were made with many
film companies and organisations in
both countries. The highlight of the
trip was the signing of a Memorandum
of Understanding between the Korean
Film Producers Association and Film
Auckland to work closely together on
a number of levels.
In the two years since that visit, we
have hosted over a dozen highlevel film delegations from China
Britomart Rail Station is one of the locations Film Auckland promotes. (courtesy Stephen Piper)
and Korea. These delegations have
been both industry and governmental. All this work is
with Auckland producers on eight new feature projects.
creating excellent foundations for future joint projects and
cooperation.
Blossoming relationships have been developed with the
further hosting of the Hong Kong Economic and Trade
One key organisation that Film Auckland has been working
Office, the Korean Film Council, the Gyeonggi Digital
with is the China Film Co-Production Corporation. Meetings
Content Agency, a Korean government delegation, the
with local producers with specific China-related projects in
China Film Group and the Huayi Brothers.
development have been held and we are now in discussions

We are happy to throw our
combined resources at
New Zealand ﬁlm making

Part of the push into Asia is that we have been a key
participant in the Asia Pacific Producers Network (APN), a
high-level network of key producers throughout the region.
Film Auckland reps have attended the last two Asia-Pacific
Producers Network (APN) Forums in Incheon and Tokyo
respectively. This forum is of huge importance in Asia as
it is a gathering of the most senior producers in the region.
Film Auckland is looking at hosting the event in 2011.
Much of this work in Asia has been in the feature and
television sectors, but this doesn’t mean the TVC sector
has been ignored. Just this month Film Auckland has been
marketing the region at Asia’s big TVC market, Adfest.
LOCATIONS & ACCESS

When it comes to ﬁlming, it is hard to overlook the
experience, commitment and resources of Hirepool.
Recent expansion includes the purchase of Henderson
Rentals and a newly created division
- Hirepool Energy. Henderson Rentals will continue to
supply a full range of dedicated camera trucks,
wardrobe trucks, crew transportation and much, much
more. Hirepool Energy can supply a full range of
industrial generators and pumps, and Hirepool Access
will continue to supply the latest access equipment
essential to today’s ﬁlming requirements.
For ﬁlm speciﬁc information please contact
Neil Radley 0275 878 062
www.hirepool.co.nz
www.hendersonrentals.co.nz
www.portaloo.co.nz
www.hirepoolenergy.co.nz

We are committed to working closely with all stakeholders
to make Auckland an attractive, seamless and high
delivery destination of choice for the international screen
entertainment industry. We continue to strive to make
Auckland a “film-friendly” destination. Film Auckland
is always representing the local industry to ensure that
locations are always available for the industry. Much of this
work is done with local authorities and is done behind the
scenes, but is an area in which we are constantly active,
devoting countless hours to make Auckland a great place to
film.
Film Auckland particularly engages a lot with the Auckland
Regional Council to ensure access to the industry to some
of our key locations, such as the Waitakere Ranges and our
west coast beaches. As an organisation we are working
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strongly with the ARC to ensure access for filming, and are
also encouraging the ARC to sign up to the “Film Friendly”
protocols, something the ARC is looking at right now.
Film Friendly is a protocol essentially administered by
Local Government New Zealand and Film New Zealand.
Gaining Film Friendly status is formal recognition that local
authorities have the necessary processes and policies
in place to meet screen production industry needs as
they arise, without compromising the councils’ statutory
obligations. To become Film Friendly a council will need to
demonstrate that it understands and agrees to progress in
adopting film friendly processes and policies as outlined in
the Protocol. The signing of a simple agreement between
the council and Film New Zealand on behalf of the screen
production industry recognises each party’s commitment to
Film Friendly requirements. Film New Zealand then issues
a certificate of film friendliness. So far 35 councils in New
Zealand have signed up, with all but the ARC in Auckland
on the list.
Film Auckland chairs a group called FALAIG (Film
Auckland, Local Authorities and Industry Group) which
meets every month. This is very much a working group,
composed of Film Auckland, Council and DOC reps who
deal with screen, and industry reps who are mainly location
managers or producers. This group is very productive in
sorting through locations issues and instituting initiatives.
One very important result of this group was the single film
permit application that is used by all the councils in the
region, a first for New Zealand.
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The production of The Green Book has been guided by
Film Auckland chair Roimata Macgregor and Film Auckland
board member (and location scout) Clayton Tikao.
Our ultimate aim is to have a consistent regulatory
environment, and we see the compilation of regulations
from all councils in the one document as the first step in
achieving this. The Green Book will be regularly updated to
reflect changes as they occur.
INDUSTRY CAPABILITY
Another big focus for Film Auckland. As part of its funding
from NZTE, we have run a capability programme which
is essentially a professional development programme for
experienced film professionals. Applicants apply for funding
for projects that will enhance their abilities as film industry
professionals, their companies or organisations. The key
aspect for Film Auckland is that the applicant’s project
will also be beneficial for local industry as well. We have
granted just over $80,000 to successful applicants since the
fund began. Funding has gone to individuals, companies
and industry organisations for a whole range of projects.

THE GREEN BOOK
Recently Film Auckland and planning consultants Boffa
Miskell launched a comprehensive guide to regulations
affecting filming in the Auckland region: The Green
Book. Looking to the future development of filmmaking in
Auckland in relation to the possible Super City, The Green
Book summarises the regulatory requirements affecting
filmmaking in areas covered by all seven city and district
councils in the region, from Franklin to Rodney, as well
as the Auckland Regional Council, the Department of
Conservation (DOC) and other bodies such as Civil Aviation
and the NZ Transport Authority (NZTA).
Available as a PDF download from www.filmauckland.
com, The Green Book is intended as a service to the
screen industry – local producers as well as international
companies working here – by providing definitive
permitting and consents information to assist in planning,
budgeting and organising productions, listing contacts and
fees, and giving summaries of the rules of each council. So
far it has been a great success with over 100 downloads in
its first two weeks, including 60 on its first day of release!

Rentals specialists
Everything you need for location audio recording –
radio mics to portable recorders. See the full range at:
www.soundtq.co.nz/rentals

portable professional audio
Experience the latest in portable audio recording at
Sound Techniques now. For information, email us today at
info@soundtq.co.nz or call (09) 366 1750.
Equipment sales and rentals, including lease-to-own finance.

we listen and give sound advice
136B Newton Rd, Newton, Auckland

ph (09) 366 1750

www.soundtq.co.nz
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Film Auckland was involved in helping the Narnia project in Auckland (and NZ).” (courtesy Buena Vista)

(Kath Thomas, Stephen Buckland and Scene Safe Ltd were
the first Techos Guild members to receive such grants, and
the Guild itself was granted money to conduct an upcoming
contracts workshop. ED.)

film offices go. Positively, we enjoy strong and cooperative
working relationships with all of these organisations,
in recognition that promoting New Zealand, as well as
particular regions, is key to promoting growth in our industry.

INDUSTRY EVENTS

Film New Zealand also contributed to Film Auckland’s costs
in creating the Green Book, in recognition of the region’s
significant role in screen production in New Zealand, and
the value The Green Book will have as a template for other
regional film offices.

Raising industry knowledge and skills is a role that we
are committed to. In the past year we have held two key
events. In July 2008 was the Summit, dubbed the Election
Year Special, where the film representatives for Labour,
National, New Zealand First and the Progressive Party
presented policies, answered questions and engaged
in a panel discussion. Then in March 2009 we held a
Financial Crisis Forum with key speakers, including Rod
Oram and Benedikte Jensen from the NZ Institute, offering
thoughts and advice on the current economic climate and
how it will affect screen. Throughout the year we have
also collaborated on a number of industry events with
organisations such as the Techos Guild, WIFT, the Screen
Directors Guild, the Asia New Zealand Film Foundation and
AUT.
FILM NZ & FILM AUCKLAND
People wonder where Film Auckland fits in as far as Film
New Zealand, the national film office, and the other regional

SUPPORTERS & SPONSORS
As anyone involved with screen industry organisations will
know from their own experiences, funding is always an
issue. It is no different for Film Auckland. For the past four
years our marketing and our capability programme have
been funded by an NZTE Major Regional Initiative. This
is due to come to an end at the end of June, so we are
working through a range of funding streams to keep funding
this work.
Auckland City Council has been a valued and dedicated
supporter of Film Auckland since our inception, and has
expanded its support with funding to develop new business
through its sister city agreements. Waitakere City has also
been a big supporter. Now we have recognised that the
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other councils in the region also need to be investing in Film
Auckland, which helps to bring production to their locales.
Sponsors are also key. Film Auckland has survived owing
to the generosity of some loyal sponsors who contribute to
keep to the organisation going. The sponsorship market
is incredibly tight at the moment, so we are grateful for
what we have got. We are always on the lookout for new
sponsors – but don’t expect much joy right now.
Since our establishment in 2003, Film Auckland has been
an integral part of enormous growth in the screen production
sector in the Auckland region. We have shown ourselves to
be an innovative, professional and productive organization
that is committed to the Auckland region, all on a very tight
budget.
For Film Auckland, 2009 is a year of great change and even
greater opportunities. We are already innovative in terms
of marketing, engagement and sponsorship income, and
intend to keep up the good work, helping bring production to
Auckland.

Helen Clark opens the new sound stage at Henderson Valley Studios

MEMBERSHIP OPEN TO ALL
Film Auckland is a membership-based organisation. We
represent all in the screen industry and are always looking
to increase our membership for strength of numbers when
lobbying on behalf of the industry. Individual members
can join for only $55 and corporates for $350. Information
on joining can be found by clicking “Membership” on the
Film Auckland homepage www.filmauckland.com. Soon
people will be able to join on-line on the website, but in the
meantime, the membership form can be downloaded.

Film Auckland’s Paul Carran with Shoguo Tomiyama of Japan’s
famous Toho Studios

Phone: 09 302 4100 Fax: 09 302 4102
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ARC - Update
Guild members, and NZTECHO readers particularly, might
remember the articles over the last year and a half on the
successful campaign by the Auckland screen industry
to dissuade the Auckland Regional Council from limiting
access to regional parks for events involving 50 or more
people to five per year.
We understand that Film Auckland are still in negotiation
with the ARC with regards to Vehicles on Beaches,
‘Accreditation’ issues and various other ongoing concerns.
The biggest and most positive change that has been noticed
is that the ARC now comes to Film Auckland, in order to
consult, before they make any wide sweeping changes.
Some of the council board members, most notably Sandra
Coney and Paul Walbran, have acknowledged that the
screen production industry leaves only a very light footprint
in terms of ecological impact. They have suggested
a system of ‘Accreditation’, whereby only approved
companies and/or location scouts can make use of their
locations. Film Auckland are trying to dissuade them of
this idea, as it would be unworkable in terms of offshore
productions, and unneccessarily punitive to local producers,
production managers and location scouts.
Film Auckland (and the wider industry) have successfully
argued that the self-regulatory nature of our business
prevents disrespect of the environment and existing
protocols. It has also been suggested that any company
who ‘behaves badly’ should be denied future permits.
Film Auckland are frequently meeting with the ARC to
develop workable protocols, and may hold workshops to
further educate the screen industry on issues relating to
‘Stewardship’. Film Auckland describe their relationship
with the ARC as ‘consultative”. They also keep their ears
to the ground in order to be forewarned of any other issues
that may arise.

www.sinclairblack.co.nz
mick sinclair

lisa noonan

caroline stone

High Deﬁnition Kits for Hire
PMW-EX3
PDW-700 HD422

Phone 021 959 555
www.nutshellrentals.tv
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Meeting a Minister, & a C.E.O.
One evening in early May, members of the screen
production industry were invited to meet the new Minister
of Economic Development, Gerry Brownlee, at Park Road
Post. No-one from our Wellington Branch was available to
go, so since your editor happened to be in the capital for
work, I went along. I was surprised that there seemed to be
as many Northerners there as residents of the Capital, many
having flown in for the occasion apparently. It was great
catching up with some Wellington Guild members too.
The invitation had suggested that other Ministers might be
there also - but the Minister for Arts, Culture & Heritage,
Chris Finlayson, was caught up in the House. His CEO
was also unavailable, but was represented by Ministry for
Culture and Heritage’s “Acting Manager, Policy Group”,
Kerry Harvey, and others.

The Techos Guild was next invited to attend a “Strategic
Direction” meeting to be led by the new CEO of the Film
Commission, Graeme Mason. So on Tuesday 16 May,
EO Fritha Stalker and I rolled down into deepest Ponsonby,
to join a decent-sized group representative of the many
film organizations in Auckland, along with a good many
producers.
(Another meeting was held the next day in Wellington.)
My first impression of the new man was good - his casual
and comfortable dress matched his demeanour, and as he
introduced himself, he immediately and continually made
direct eye contact with many of the group, and continued
to do so throughout the discussion. For what it’s worth, I
liked his body language as well as his words, which seemed
frank, direct and open.

Chair of Film NZ, producer Julian Grimmond, opened the
evening by making some salient points:
•
Large Budget Production Grant films thus far have
used 93% local crew and 86% local cast;
•
Kiwi crews are very environmentally aware and
responsible;
•
Without regular work, crew and contractors cannot
up-skill, nor invest in new technology.

Graeme began with a promise of greater transparency, and
another of inclusivity - “We’re all in this together, although
we may not always agree…”

For Brownlee, the issues included:
•
Access to (national) parks, which he said can be
improved;
•
Building consents, which could be made simpler for
less permanent buildings such as film sets; along
with insurance and safety concerns;
•
Facilities - Yes, more are needed, but they need
industry proposals as to what, where and how.

He freely acknowledged that “We (the NZFC) have pissed
people off in the past. We need to sort out how not to
piss people off unnecessarily!” At the same time, it’s clear
that some people will continue to be pissed off - not least
because there are three times as many proposals before
the Board this year compared with last - and only the same
amount of money in the pot. Out of this grew the idea, partly
because so many Kiwi films budgetted around $4m to $5m
have not made a bean, that they will in future fund more
films at lower budgets…

Finally the statement that we all pray he and his colleagues
will honour: Brownlee promised that the present
Government is as supportive of the screen industry,
and will continue to be, as any previous government.
I was surprised that there was no reference to the
promised review of the NZFC; but I was able to glean from
the Ministry’s Kerry Harvey that they were keen to get
going with the review and were still awaiting Government
instructions…
(See update on page 19)

*******

He spoke about welcoming communication and openness;
and how he believes in viewing the industry “from the cradle
to the grave” (as it were), rather than focusing on one
aspect.

As a model, Graeme likes the UK’s (Government-owned)
Channel 4, where their Charter states they must make stuff
that is not made elsewhere, but that they must make all their
own money. He spoke of how we must make films primarily
for the NZ audience - discussion ensued about the lack of
audience in NZ for horror films.
Short films also got a mention: We make beautiful shorts,
but so many! In future, budgets will be smaller - and, for
example, most will be shot on HD.
Graeme discussed the changes resulting from the change
of government - Labour’s notion of “Cultural Capital” is now
gone, replaced by National’s mantra of “Value for money” -
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and the implications: increased financial accountability, with
an emphasis on the idea that it’s public money the NZFC
gets to spend (25% comes directly from the Government,
with nearly three times as much coming from Lottery
profits).
In contrast to Brownlee’s assertion in May (see earlier),
Graeme clearly expects budget cuts next year, resulting
in more pain for us all. SPIF could disappear at any
time; Lottery funds could be redirected elsewhere by the
Government, also at any time…
In welcoming the Government’s review (with Peter
Jackson since announced as leader), Graeme spoke of
how the NZFC has been doing too much, too many things
- but what to cull? Later he spoke of his plan to completely
restructure the sales agency aspect - an area in which he
is vastly experienced, on both sides. “Look what we’ll have
done in three months time.”
Returning to transparency, he expanded: It’s demanded
- and the NZFC must do it! In the past the funding
gatekeepers have not been clear, open and honest enough
- perhaps too polite! (A Kiwi trait, methinks? Perhaps
it’s good we sent Screen Australia a Kiwi CEO and found
ourselves an Aussie!)
At this point, John Barnett amused us with three
assessments he’d received (from whom or where I cannot
recall, I’m sorry) for Whale Rider - Niki Caro could never
direct it, they’d never find a child able to play Paikea, and
they could never train a whale!
Further to the theme of funding decisions, Graeme pointed
out that although they expected a $0.5m drop in income this
year, thanks to internal savings already created, there would
be 10% more going into the funding pot. Film proposals
would (continue to be) judged according to cultural aspects
and industry needs as well as commerciality and creativity.
The one potentially sour note came later in the meeting,
when in response to the idea of budgets being cut, some
producers began to comment about crew costs in NZ being
too high. One producer claimed that on equivalent drama
jobs in the UK and NZ, the Kiwi crew were universally
more expensive than the British (pound for dollar); another
claimed that NZ crew rates have risen by 20% in three
years. (In contrast, I’ve recently heard comments from
some crew claiming they’ve not been able to raise their
rates in over ten years…) It should also be noted that
UK crew are employees, with all the financial and other
benefits that go with such status.
Although some valid points were made (e.g. crew who
have only ever worked on big-budget dramas sometimes do
not understand that low budget films cannot always afford
big-budget rates), I found myself irritated by a blanket

assertion that Kiwi crew are universally too expensive
- especially when it’s clear that some producers have no
idea that most crew here do indeed recognize the impact of
budget size, and have a sliding scale of rates accordingly.
This is of course reflected in the AD’s recommended rates
chart on the Guild website, to which I referred them. I
suspect, however, that my anger at the knee-jerk response
(admittedly not from all the producers in the room) may
have made me less coherent in standing up for crew
than I might have been. I’d not anticipated opening my
mouth! A good result though, is the recognition that more
dialogue between producers, directors and crew needs
to be encouraged, so that such misunderstandings may
be reduced. How many of us do cut our rates for projects
we really want to see made? (Second-Hand Wedding,
anyone?) I’m happy to acknowledge that one producer
mentioned how many short films are made here with crew
working for free.
Overall, I felt it to be a very productive meeting; and we
were indeed pleased to see representatives of various
guilds and bodies there. Given that the Techos Guild has
recently been frustrated by the Commission’s past regime
refusing to give us some financial support, while funding
many other film bodies, it was particularly pleasing to have
been included in this discussion.
Our very grateful thanks to the Commission for inviting us.
********

The NZFC Review
A few days ago (as I write) the Ministry for Culture &
Heritage announced that Peter Jackson would head the
new Government’s Review of the Film Commission - an
interesting choice, given that PJ has been quite critical of
the NZFC in the past. Another interesting choice is his
companion - David Court, Head of Screen Business at
the Australian Film, Television & Radio School. According
to the Ministry’s press release, David “will work with Peter
Jackson to examine the Commission’s legislation and the
constitution, function, powers and financial provisions it
provides.”
I note that Graeme Mason pointed out in his meeting with
industry reps last week that the review “is not legislative that’s up to the Minister” (and might follow the review).
Quoting further from the release:
(Minister) Finlayson said, ‘The act was passed over 30
years ago, and during that time the face of the local film
industry has changed dramatically.” (Sounds rather similar
to a comment I heard from a producer in recent days - it’s
tempting to wonder, who’s quoting who!)
“The film industry has been one of New Zealand’s highest
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profile successes of the last 15 years. This review will
ensure it is receiving the support needed to continue
that growth.” Sounds positive!
“The NZ Film Commission is a vital and indispensable
component of our film industry,” Mr Jackson said. “I’m
looking forward to making positive and constructive
suggestions to ensure that it remains effective in what is a
rapidly changing international movie climate. David and I
intend to consult with many local filmmakers, so the review
reflects the thoughts and opinions of the writers, producers
and directors the Film Commission was created to support.”
For further clues as to what PJ might recommend for the
NZFC, I suggest reading Nick Grant’s interview with Peter
in the latest OnFilm. I’d love to quote two complete long
paragraphs here, but I’ll settle for:
“…the NZFC made a big mistake in creating a producerled film industry. The directors and writers are the
life-blood of any film industry, yet they are treated as
second-class citizens by the NZFC.”
More from the press release: Key issues (include) how
the Commission can most effectively help the industry
meet New Zealand cultural content objectives and reach a
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domestic and international audience.
The review includes some “Terms of Reference” which
sound potentially positive from our viewpoint:
# 6. What are the NZFC’s objectives and strategy for
professional development, training and industry
support? Examine these in the light of the international
and domestic environment and best practice.
# 10.How can the NZFC be responsive to the needs of
New Zealand filmmakers to ensure that active industry
professionals are involved in setting its strategic
direction?
The full Terms of Reference are on the Ministry for Culture
and Heritage’s website: www.mch.govt.nz/projects/culture/
nzfc-review.html
IMPORTANT!
Comment is invited from interested parties by 31 July 2009.
Send your written comments to: Film Review, Ministry for
Culture and Heritage, PO Box 5364, Wellington or you can
email nzfcreview@mch.govt.nz.
Tony F.
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Shooting Deer to Shooting Films
Hawkes Bay Guild member DAWSON BLISS describes
how to become a Movie-Maker …
the Hard Way!
I guess optimism is something you need plenty of, too
much in my case! But when I started work on what was
to become known as Wildnewzealand Films I possessed
bucket loads. In fact, there was only one outcome that
could evolve from carrying video cameras on hunting trips,
both from the air in choppers and on the ground, throughout
New Zealand. I aimed to become a movie-maker, and
that’s all there was to it. I had spent the best years of my
life making a living in the mountains of NZ. Over the years
I had shot some footage that would not be possible to attain
in the future - and then five years ago the venture into the
world of post–production began… Had I known how difficult
that was going to be, maybe the outcome would have been
different? But as Benjamin Disraeli once said, ‘Nurture your
mind with great thoughts: to believe in the heroic makes
heroes’.
So there I was five years ago; a little bored with the
business that I had developed over 15 years - the
Farmhouse Group, which had evolved after the venison
and live deer recovery industry had all but seen its day. I
then set out to spend as much time as possible in the bush,
logging timber which then had to be turned into the finished
product to make enough money. As the business grew,
up to 12 employees at one point, I ventured out into the
house-building side so that we could not only manufacture
the joinery and all the finishing timbers, etc, but also put
our unique style of house on the market. That was around
the time that Don Brash made speeches saying that house
prices would soon fall… They kept going up for years and I
did well, but I got out while there was still some upside.
It was about then that I decided making movies was where
I wanted to be, and made the right choice and bought a
fully spec’d Mac Pro. I figured that it would not be too
difficult to learn the art of post-production and would have a
movie out in a few months. Wow… How wrong I was! Not
being a computer buff, but with a little knowledge, the hard
frustrating times began. A year later I was half-way through
what I thought would be my first movie… That was until it
vanished into cyber space, never to be seen again.
I managed to hold onto hope, vain hope it seemed at times,
but there was little else to hold onto at that stage. I guess
my optimism had caused it, because all I was armed with
was a great computer and Final Cut Pro - and all the

Dylan Bliss in shooting mode

manuals that, on reflection, I think I could have done better
without. We rarely refer to them these days when we need
to know something; at the level we are at now, Creative
Cow is the best source of information.
So two years go by and success at last - the first training
DVD comes out of the studio. Titled How To Butcher, it
was a great effort, and one that I am totally proud of. At the
end of the day all that matters are sales figures and what
the critics say. The first reviewer wrote that the DVD should
be used as a training aid in any course on butchery. In my
book, the ultimate accolade. Sales were great, and the
quality of what I filmed, directed, produced and marketed is
still, even when I look back 3 years later, superb.
I read a press report a couple of weeks ago where a film
that the Film Commission funded and cost in the vicinity
of $6 million to get to market sold 1200 copies. Hell, I
could do that on a budget of next to nothing, so I must be
on the right track. I have never sought funding - can’t be
bothered by all the bullshit they want from us. I just want
to make movies the way I want, the way the market wants,
and that’s what we do… Successful, I might add, with no
handouts.
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Maybe at the end of the day the Film Commission should be
coming to the likes of us, and asking what help we want…
Not for us to have to go to them begging, filling out endless
forms telling them what they want to hear, and wasting
countless hours when we could be producing…
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A couple of years ago my nephew Dylan had an accident
down at Franz Josef and ended up in hospital, where I
caught up with him and left him some of the movies I had
made to watch. From that he gained the inspiration to do
what I should have done - go to a training establishment
and learn the art of post-production.

Ten movies later, the last one out of the studio, Take A Kid
Then he rings me one day and says,
Hunting - Part Two, is selling well.
“Uncle, would you have any work in
That one fell into place after the long
the studio that I could do?” Any work
time dream of taking kids hunting and
“I would hazard a guess and say that for
- hell, I had enough to keep us both
making a movie of it. Part One was
a small outfit, two of us, we would make
selling well, so I had the pleasure of
going forever! The rest is history; but
continuing with the theme, perhaps
rarely would you come across two
more movies than anyone else in NZ...”
one of the most satisfying adventures
people who work so well together, and
I have been on; and none could say
that makes my life the way it is. I live
the cause wasn’t the noblest.
the greatest life of adventure that I could ever dream of.
Now we have the latest Mac Pro and iMac in the studio. I
cannot praise the Macs enough - to me there is no other
way. A studio that has the equipment to do as I have
always done - to produce all that is needed to put a quality
DVD movie on the market that sells well.

I guess I have the ability to get footage that others can’t.
I was a professional hunter for 20 years; and I have the
theory that a hunter can become a cameraman, but a
cameraman can’t become a hunter. It intrigues me watching
all the stuff we see on the Discovery Channel that so much
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of the footage is shot by guys sitting in their vehicles. New
Zealand’s wild animals aren’t like that - the crack of a stick
or a man’s scent in the breeze and our wild animals are
long gone.
The latest project we are working on, and I guess this one
started 35 years ago, will be titled The Moa Hunters. This
would have to be the most incredible project I have ever
been involved with. It evolved from a glimpse of what was
an unidentified huge bird when I was 18 years old, trapping
fur in the Ureweras. It’s at a stage where we are getting
close to the finished product - a product where I have
blown the budget a dozen times on chopper time, time in
the bush and time in the studio - but this is the big one…
Exciting stuff, but all will have to wait and see the end result.
I would hazard a guess and say that our little two-man
studio produces more movies than any other, because of
the way we are - determined, resourceful and motivated.
Would write more but am about to leave for the wild west
coast off Taranaki on a filming mission, diving for the
huge crayfish that haunt what is described as some of the
roughest coastline on Earth… And then up to the north
of Taranaki hunting wild boar, and hopefully getting some
footage. It’s a tough life - but one I would not swap for any
other that I know.
Left: Laurie McCay & Andy Paterson examine moa bones

“Mark of the Lion” CHEAP FILMS !!!
Hi Fritha,

DISCOUNTS FOR GUILD MEMBERS

My apologies for the delay in replying to you.

How many of you are aware that the arrival of the
NZ INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL for 2009
also means the opportunity to save money while indulging
your passion?

We are still trying to rescue the project, with no success to
date. We have a financing opportunity we have placed in
front of investors and are waiting responses.
Unfortunately the production vehicle Safari Production Ltd
will be going into liquidation shortly, having worn out the
patience of its creditors. The intention is still that if the
rescue efforts are successful that these creditors, which are
the production expenses and crew, would be paid from the
new production entity.
Realistically the chances of rescue are diminishing, as time
passes with no success in our rescue efforts.
Sincerely,
Dean Stuart [mail to: deanstuart@xtra.co.nz]
On behalf of the Team.

By producing your Techos Guild membership card number
when you book or buy over the counter for tickets to
any cinema everywhere the festival happens around the
country, you can save up to $3 per ticket;
AND if you book ahead, you can buy TWO tickets at the
discounted price PER SESSION!
If you see 20 films, you could save $60… If you buy tickets
for you and your partner (or friend) for 10 films, you could
save $60… Good to be a Guild member, eh!
MORE ON MEMBER DISCOUNTS AT OUR WEBSITE!
(In the next issue: Massive Rialto cinema discount!)
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“Australia is arguably the worst big-budget romantic epic of all time.
It’s a bombastic and supercilious work that deserves much of the
contempt that it will ultimately receive.
Baz Luhrmann is literally up the Yellow Brick Road without a paddle.”
Barney McDonald, Sunday Star-Times.
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GUILD OFFICE HOURS
Monday to Friday, 9 am to 3 pm
Leave a phone message
outside these hours;
alternatively, email us.
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With ﬁlm you can capture the widest amount of information possible and dramatically increase your
post production options using the latest digital techniques. Film’s latitude enables greater image
manipulation. You can zoom into a frame to create an entirely new scene option without pushing the
scene resolution beyond its capability and you don’t waste time desperately trying to enhance
information that simply isn’t there. Get the most out of today’s state of the art post production
technologies. Start with ﬁlm. For more information contact Grant Campbell, Kodak New Zealand Ltd
on 09 302 8665 or email grant.campbell@kodak.com www.kodak.co.nz/go/motion

